


COMMUNITY GATHERING

Exploring Bronx 
Community Health Data
1-3pm
Thursday, March 5
CUNY on the Concourse, 2501 Grand Concourse, 3rd floor 
Bronx, NY



Workshop plan
• Training on the Neighborhood Data Portal

• Launched by the Pratt Center for Community Development in 2016, the Neighborhood Data Portal is a 
free, online data mapping platform that integrates up to dozens of datasets that break down NYC by the 
numbers. This free training will be led by Pratt Center’s Geographic Information Systems Specialist 
Sadra Shahab and will demonstrate how you can use this tool to apply and visualize neighborhood data 
to develop impactful programs (prior mapping or data analysis knowledge is NOT needed) 

• Presentation of New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene data 
resources 
• The Health Department’s data resources include datasets from surveys, vital statistics and disease 

surveillance as well as research-based reports and publications. The updated data tools make it easier 
than ever to incorporate this robust data into your research, grant writing, programming, and 
evaluation. Start at nyc.gov/health/data where a user-friendly landing page helps you find the 
resources you need. EpiQuery now features a search bar and navigation by topic. The Community 
Health Profiles tool allows for interactive comparisons across neighborhoods. Plus a new visualizations, 
custom downloads, and mobile access is added!
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• About Pratt Center for Community Development
The Pratt Center for Community Development works for a more just, equitable, and sustainable city for all New 
Yorkers by empowering communities to plan for and realize their futures. The staff has professional skills in 
planning and policy research and analysis, the ground with community-based organizations to influence changes 
citywide. The approach combines technical assistance, community organizing, and policy advocacy to support 
community-based organizations in their efforts to improve neighborhood quality of life, attack the causes of 
poverty and inequality, and advance sustainable development.

• About New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene 
The mission of the New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene is to protect and promote the health 
of all New Yorkers. The Division of Epidemiology collects, analyzes and disseminates information about New 
Yorkers’ health. The division’s broad goals include strengthening and expanding the Health Department’s 
surveillance efforts, conducting innovative research, making Health Department data widely accessible, and 
improving public health knowledge and skills.

• About Lehman College, Bronx Business Tech Incubator
Lehman College's Bronx Business Tech Incubator is supported by the New York City Council and New York City 
Economic Development Corporation as a startup incubator for tech freelancers, local small business, and 
entrepreneurs. BBTI mission is to help startup companies and entrepreneurs to build successful companies, which 
in turn creates more job opportunities and drives new innovation and technology development in the Bronx. With 
the technological infrastructure and the resources of CUNY community, the Bronx Business Incubator provides an 
environment for companies to turn innovative ideas into profitable realities.
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